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Abstract – Gartner Inc, one of the world’s leading technology research companies highlighted the list of top ten technologies 

and trends that will be strategic for most IT organizations in 2010. Cloud computing rules the list of technologies with its 

placement at number one position. Cloud computing is not only about a software that is accessed remotely but it is an 

innovative paradigm of utilizing the IT resources efficiently and effectively. Cloud computing removes the burden of 

managing the technology from the client’s side.  Clients are just concerned with the utilization of IT resources without being 

concerned about management processes. With the usage of cloud computing the storage of clients is maintained at the data 

center under the security of cloud provider. Nowadays a common question arises is how to trust the provider. Trust is one of 

the emerging issues that have created barriers between technology of cloud computing and its clients/users. In an objective to 

enhance the trust in cloud computing technology, this research paper introduces a technique of virtual private space model that 

is consists of a trust protocol. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is an emerging technology due to its 

cost effective benefits. With the exploit of this technology 

clients are proficient to access several computing resources 

such as applications, computing platforms and datacenters as 

on-demand services. Cloud providers are facilitating the 

clients mainly with three types of services, Software as a 

Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). SaaS refers to the running 

applications that are provided to the clients as a service. 

These applications can be accessed through a thin layer 

interface such as a web-browser. Due to the use of SaaS 

clients don’t need to install and buy licensed applications, 

they just need to follow the pay-per-use pattern. However 

SaaS is not fully reliable when it comes to the use of real-

time applications such as 3D games. These applications 

require buffering time, so their performance becomes slower 

when users access through internet.  

PaaS is the delivery of a computing platform over the web 

as a service. PaaS enables the clients to create web 

applications rapidly without the cost and complexity of 

buying and managing the underlying software/hardware. IaaS 

is the delivery of huge computing resources such as the 

capacity of processing, storage and network. It enables the 

clients to use virtual software, hardware, datacenter and 

networking components as on-demand services. The clients 

are not required to purchase disks or other storage devices 

[1]. It seems to be that cloud computing is on its approach to 

remove the need of hardware devices and licensed 

applications. In the near future clients will be able to use 

software such as word processing applications, operating 

systems without the need of heavy hardware devices, as the 

client system doesn’t need to process these applications [2].  

Beside the numerous advantages of cloud computing it 

should be also considered that sometimes cloud can be rainy 

as well. In other words security on cloud is not trustworthy. 

When data of a client is on the datacenter of third party cloud 

provider, there are obvious chances of security, hack, theft 

and malicious activities that can be performed by illegal users 

such as hackers. In order to contribute in the research field of 

cloud computing, this research paper discusses a trusted 

cloud model that will provide the security for virtual machine 

(VM) of each client on cloud without affecting the 

performance of required service.    

 

2. Trust: A Challenge in Cloud Computing 

In the cloud computing architecture, the communication 

link is between the clients and a provider, where clients are 

engaged in the usage of resources without being concerned 

about maintenance and security issues. In the traditional 

architecture of cloud computing the main issue faced was that 

if any malicious activity affected the storage of one client. It 

will also affect the storage of other clients that are relying on 

same hardware and operating platform [3]. Somehow, this 

issue is now solved by adopting the technique of 

virtualization where data of each client is stored on an 

isolated VM, so if any malicious activity detected in the VM 

of one client, it will not influence the VM of other clients. 

The virtualization technique brought up few advantages such 

as isolating the operating platforms and reducing the amount 

of required hardware devices, however it incurs the issues of 

security. Using the virtualization concept in cloud computing, 

cloud providers are able to store the data of clients on 

isolated VMs but data is stored on the cloud with the provider 

so clients do not feel sense of control on their personal data. 

Normally the clients such as Banking or Healthcare sectors 
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where confidentiality of information is a vital task, these 

clients are not ready to adopt the paradigm of cloud 

computing due to the risk of trust. In virtualization, there is 

challenge regarding to the trust on the provider because the 

task of maintaining the security of VM is fully under the 

responsibility of cloud provider so clients don’t fully trust on 

the provider. They believe provider may leak out their 

customers personal records [3].  

 In order to deeply clarify the trust issue in the cloud 

computing, consider an example of an owner of shopping 

mall and tenants. For-example a shopping mall is given to the 

tenants on rental, where they are required to pay according to 

the usage of resources such as rental for the shop, but security 

and maintenance will be provided by the owner. Tenants are 

not responsible about security and maintenance so it saves 

cost and time for them. On the other hand, security keys are 

only with the owner. When tenants are saving all their 

personal resources inside the shopping mall of a third party 

owner, the issue is that how to trust that their resources will 

be safe without any security threats.  

Now apply the same scenario on cloud computing, 

suppose the owner of the mall is the cloud provider such as 

Google, Amazon or Microsoft and tenants are the cloud 

clients such as HealthCare and Banking organizations. The 

clients will use the datacenters of cloud provider and if 

security is under the management of cloud provider, clients 

are not confident enough to trust the provider because their 

information is very critical, so it is a challenging task to 

provide trust to the clients where information is very critical. 

If security is shared between the clients and a provider, for-

example provider manages the security of overall datacenter 

to ensure that no one can threat the security of client’s VMs 

and other part of security is managed by the clients such as 

clients are acquiring secret encryption locks to access their 

VMs. In this case even the provider will not be able to 

illegally access the resources on VMs. This mechanism of 

sharing the security will provide confidence to the clients for 

using cloud computing technology with complete trust. The 

proposed model will describe the technique of sharing the 

security with clients.  

 

3. A Trusted Virtual Private Space Model for 

Cloud Computing  

As discussed in previous section that the main challenge 

faced in cloud computing technology is regarding to the trust 

on the provider. In order to enhance the trust level in cloud 

computing, the author suggests a trusted cloud model that is 

consists of a new technique called as Virtual Private Space 

(VPS). It is a virtual area that contains a VM for each client. 

A VM is consists of a virtual operating system that is running 

client’s applications and maintaining a virtual storage. For-

example if the client is a banking organization, VM will run 

the applications such as online banking system. These 

applications will be accessed by bank customers as shown in 

figure-1. VPS is fully secured by Trust Protocol (TP). It is a 

new technique introduced in this research paper. In order to 

understand the concept of TP first we have to clarify the 

concept of Trusted Platform Module (TPM) and Trusted 

Cryptography Module (TCM).  

TPM is a security device that holds computer-generated 

keys for encryption. It is a hardware-based solution that 

prevents hacking attempts to capture passwords, encryption 

keys, and other sensitive data. The security features provided 

by the TPM are internally supported by Hashing, Random 

number generation, Asymmetric key generation and 

Asymmetric encryption/decryption. Each individual TPM has 

a unique signature initialized during the silicon 

manufacturing process that enhances the trust effectiveness. 

Every TPM must have an owner before it can be utilized. 

The TPM user must be physically present to take ownership. 

Once this procedure is completed and the TPM has a unique 

owner, the TPM is activated [4]. 

Beside TPM most commonly used security module is 

TCM. It defines a subsystem including memory protection 

and execution protection function which builds trust root for 

a computing system. TCM is the trust root for storage, 

achieves key management functions, provides the appropriate 

cryptography service and protects the private information of 

owner and user such as authentication key or sensitive data 

effectively against unauthorized access [5].  

The proposed TP is the combination of two powerful 

modules Virtual Trusted Platform Module (VTPM) and 

Virtual Trusted Cryptography Module (VTCM) as shown in 

figure-1. VTPM is virtualized from TPM and VTCM is 

virtualized from TCM. The proposed model considers that 

TPM and TCM are being used by the cloud provider at the 

physical layer to secure the overall cloud architecture.  

  

 
Figure 1. Trusted VPS cloud computing Model. 

 

The security of physical layer is under the responsibility 

of provider but security of VMs is only under the responsibly 

of clients so security is kind of a shared agreement between 

the clients and provider. The proposed model shows that the 

administrator of client will manage the security of VMs by 

using TP.  With the usage of TP, the VM of client is secured 

by two shields TPM and TCM.  By using TP clients will be 

able to manage their cloud security according to their own 

requirements and standards, they will not be anxious that 

their information will be leaked out by the provider, because 
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client is the only one who is aware about his security 

encryption keys. For-example if client is a Banking 

organization, then the bank’s system administrator will 

manage the security of VPS. The advantage of using TP is 

that clients can generate two security encryption certificates 

one by VTPM and second by VTCM. It is kind of double 

protection security wall. If security of one component is 

break out, the second component will act as backbone for 

securing the VM. When security is managed by clients 

according to their own requirements, it will provide them a 

sense of trust to adopt the technology of cloud computing 

without being anxious about the loss of their critical and 

sensitive data.  

 

4. Conclusion  

The proposed concept of providing the trust in the cloud 

computing architecture is based upon the conceptual 

techniques of VPS and TP. The model is not implemented 

yet, but it is considered as future direction of this research. 

The future aim of this research is to implement the proposed 

model by giving access to Banking and Health organizations 

as clients. The features and comprehensive working 

mechanism of TP will be discussed in future research 

publications.  
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